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Author: Fernando Mancebo Rodriguez--- 1999



Spatial structure of the Spherical molecules

From my studies on cosmology we can get some considerations in the molecules structuring,

reaching the conclusion for my part that most of the biological molecular structures have

spherical and not cyclic form, as it was believed up to now.

Likewise the lineal molecules should have all their atoms keeping this lineal sequence and

not alone the carbon atoms, but also the oxygen and nitrogen atoms.



En the drawing we show the magnetic lines and of polarity (north-south) by means of which atoms are

attracted and aligned forming structures of lineal form and of spherical form, which we will see in this study

of molecular structuring.



This same N-S alignment that molecules take is the one that produces their characteristic or

directional property of joining Cis-Trans.



Two are the main spherical types of structures, as we see in the drawing: Hexa and tetra.

____Hexas are regular structures, which are formed by six atoms whose bonds are in the centre

of the molecule.

Their bonds can be single, double, composed (or benzene type of) and triple.

--They are simple when a single bond (by mean of two hydrogen or electrons) is used for the

whole molecule.

--They are double when a double bond is used for the whole molecule.

--They are composed (or benzene type) when a single bond is used for the whole molecule and

another single connection for each one of the two triads of the molecule.

--Sometime, as in the fullerene structure, triple bonds can be produced. (Triple bond in all the

molecules).

It can also happen that a triad is of double bond and the other one of single bond.

____ Tetras are irregular molecules, which are formed by four atoms, one of which forms the

vertex and taking the contrary position (cis or trans) to the other three atoms. Their bonds can be

single, double or complementary.

--They are simple if the molecule is united by a single bond only.

--They are double if the molecule is united by a double bond.

--And they are complementary if the triad uses a double bond and the vertex atom is together to

the molecule for a single bond.

The same as in the lineal molecules, the common bond for the hexa-molecules can also be used

as covalent bond by other atoms or tetra-molecules that want to unite to this hexa-molecule.

Examples of these are naphthalene and anthracene.

In the following drawings we will see example of union between hexas and tetras molecules and

of hexa-molecules with triads.



Following it can see some other examples of molecular structuring as they can be the sugars,

water, citric acid, etc., as for this structural theory.



Covalent bonds: Atoms



connections: Main types of bonds and crystal lattices.



Foundation:

The nuclei of the gravitational systems (atoms, stars) rotate on themselves (spin) and they make to rotate and

to be deformed (in spiral) to the gravitational and magnetic fields that surround them.

This makes that to be able the approaching and union of two or more atoms and to create common orbits

(covalent bonds) they have to join in the polar N-S direction, because otherwise their magnetic and

gravitational fields would collide producing the rejection among them.

Therefore, to come closer some atoms to other and to create the atomic connections or to build crystals,

atoms must approach in the polar direction N-S or S-N.



In the following drawing we have the way of connecting atoms to obtain the different types of covalent

bonds. In the same way and N-S orientation, the ionic molecules and crystals are built.



Benzene

Firstly we see the benzene structure, whose form as we have said is of spherical type Hexa.

In the following drawing we show the situation of carbon atoms that are distributed into two triads (Cis and

Trans), which are situate on the north and south of the molecule in relation to its equator.

At the same time, we see how the hydrogen atoms turn near the equator of the molecule in covalent orbits,

two of which are triads (one Cis and other one Trans) and the other covalent bond joins the two triads

forming a spherical molecule.



Below, the results of spectrometry and diffraction vision are detailed (as x-rays crystallography), which

theoretically would be obtained on the spherical benzene due to the situation of carbon atoms in this

molecule. Hydrogen atoms cannot be observed because they turn very quickly around this molecule, as we

can see in the drawing.



Hydrocarbons' Birth

Genesis of Hydrocarbons

CHn - CHn

On the Earth



Theory on the hydrocarbons formation and life's birth, which is exposed in my

works Metaphysics treatises 1997, Covalent Composition 1998 and Asteron the

fifth planet of 1998.

In this theory it aims the impossibility that hydrocarbons have been born of the transformation of dead

animals and buried in archaic times because with this transformation there would not be enough elements for

the production of hydrocarbons neither for a single year with the current consumption.

Different reasons can support this theory, as unusual existence of big quantities of single nitrogen in the

atmosphere or the great quantity of water existent in our planet.

In both cases these elements (also oxygen) are residual elements from atmospheric transformations carried

out during millions of years.

The development of hydrocarbons it aimed, as we can observe in the beginning square, as result of the

chemical transformation of the very abundant products in the cosmic nature as they are ammonia NH3,

carbonic anhydride CO2, and water OH2, ("broth of the life") everything carried out by the natural solar

heat on our planet, with arrangement to the following chemical transformation:

As we see, this theory bet for an ideal bar of temperature for the birth of life. If temperature were lower or

higher than in this bar, very not favourable atmospheric gases for the proliferation of life could exist. With

little temperature there would be too much ammonia NH3, which could not be destroyed easily and with a

lot of temperature there would be too much CO2 and sulphurous and nitrous acids as well as a destruction of

the possible vital chains.



Poly-benzenes



In the previous drawings Benzene is shown firstly, which we can see it developed in its specific page.

We also see the main spherical molecules that can be built with benzene structures, also with contributions

of tetrahedron structures.

It is shown:

-- Caroten (C24) is a simple molecule that is formed by a benzene molecule and six triads of carbon.

--Full-naphthalene (C30) which is composed by a benzene group and six tetras.

--Hexa-benzene (C42) composed by seven benzenes, one of those is central.

--Hexa-carotene (C60) that is composed by a central benzene and six carotenes (benzene with a triad in any

atom)

--Hexa-naphthalene (C66) composed by a benzene and six naphthalene.

--And for finish, Diamond (Cn).

As we see these are quasi-spherical molecules. Nevertheless by means of multiples benzenes a lot of

molecules can be built, which don't keep sphere appearance.

Diamond is a special case of molecular carbonic net in which all atoms are connected by both sides (except

those of the gem surface).

As you see in the drawings, in all molecules that are exposed (except diamond) alone those of the benzene

nucleus and the radial branches have bilateral bond; the other ones have a lateral connection only.

Therefore all they are less dense, less compact and mainly less hard than diamond, because any diamond

forms a single molecule while the other compounds of many united molecules consist.
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